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Abstract

The cytoskeleton of human trabecular meshwork (HTM) cells is known to be altered in glaucoma

and has been hypothesized to reduce outflow facility through contracting the HTM tissue.

Latrunculin B (Lat-B) and Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitors disrupt the actin

cytoskeleton and are in clinical trials as glaucoma therapeutics. We have previously reported a

transient increase in HTM cell stiffness peaking at 90 minutes after Lat-B treatment with a return

to pretreatment values after 270 minutes. We hypothesize that changes in actin morphology

correlate with alterations in cell stiffness induced by Lat-B but this is not a general consequence of

other cytoskeletal disrupting agents such as Rho kinase inhibitors. We treated HTM cells with 2

μM Lat-B or 100 μM Y-27632 and allowed the cells to recover for 30-270 min. While examining

actin morphology in Lat-B treated cells, we observed striking cortical actin arrays (CAAs). The

percentage of CAA positive cells (CPCs) was time dependent and exceeded 30% at 90 minutes

and decreased after 270 minutes. Y-27632 treated cells exhibited few CAAs and no changes in

cell stiffness. Together, these data suggest that the increase in cell stiffness after Lat-B treatment is

correlated with CAAs.
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1. Introduction

Glaucoma is a leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide and is predicted to impact

79.6 million people by 2020 [1]. Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) is the most common

form of glaucoma and in the majority of cases is associated with elevated intraocular

pressure (IOP) [2]. Increased resistance to outflow of aqueous humor through the human

trabecular meshwork (HTM) into Schlemm’s canal is thought to be a major contributor to

elevated IOP [3-5]. For that reason, the cells that populate the HTM are believed to be

important to the regulation of the outflow of aqueous humor and the development of

elevated IOP and glaucoma [4, 6].

Decreasing IOP is currently the only medically recognized method for the treatment of

POAG, but none of the commercially available glaucoma medications specifically target

outflow through the HTM cells [7-10]. Filamentous actin (F-actin) of the HTM is known to

play a role in aqueous flow dynamics and it has been speculated that the organization and

contractility of the actin cytoskeleton increases the stiffness of HTM cells and hinders the

outflow of aqueous humor, thereby increasing IOP [11, 12]. It is possible this plays a role in

overall stiffness of HTM tissue, which we have recently shown is greater than 20 fold stiffer

in glaucoma [13].

Bolstering the casual linkage between outflow and HTM cytoskeleton regulation,

compounds that increase or decrease contractility also influence outflow resistance. For

example, compounds thought to increase contractility of the actin cytoskeleton such as

dexamethasone [11] and lysophospholipids [14-17] are known to reduce outflow facility.

Cytoskeletal associated proteins have also been investigated in this regard. Cochlin, a

putative mechanosensor, is upregulated in glaucoma, increases outflow resistance, and has

been linked to altered actin morphology in HTM cells [18-21]. AMP-activated protein

kinase (AMPK) signaling increases outflow with a mechanism that includes decreased F-

actin and stress fiber formation [22]. Delivery of exogenous platelet-derived growth factor

or profilin I, both actin regulators, likewise increases outflow in cultured anterior segments

[23, 24]. These examples underline the importance of the cytoskeleton in outflow regulation,

leading to considerable interest in pharmacologically disrupting HTM cytoskeleton as a

potential glaucoma therapeutic.

Examples of potential cytoskeleton-targeting therapeutics are Latrunculin B (Lat B) and

Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitors [25]. Both have been shown to increase

outflow facility [26-29]. Lat B reversibly inhibits actin polymerization resulting in

disruption of the actin cytoskeleton [30]. The mechanism of action of ROCK inhibitors, such

as Y-27632, is different. ROCK is a potent stabilizer of the actin cytoskeleton and activator

of contractility. Inhibitors such as Y-27632 reduce cellular contractility and the stability of

actin fibers, resulting in fewer stress fibers but not complete ablation of the actin

cytoskeleton [31]. We have recently shown that Lat B treatment dramatically softens HTM

cells as expected with the ablation of the actin cytoskeleton. However, after Lat B removal

there is a significant and transient increase in HTM cell stiffness [32]. The following studies

were undertaken to determine the morphology of the actin cytoskeleton during the transient

stiffening as it recovers after Lat B treatment. We examined the effects of Y-27632 to see if
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increases in stiffness and actin organization during recovery were general phenomena of

actin reassembly after disruption.

2. Methods

2.1 Cell Culture, Cytoskeletal Treatments

Primary HTM cells were isolated from donor corneoscleral rims (Saving Sight Eye Bank, St.

Louis, MO) as described previously [33]. All experiments were performed in compliance

with the Declaration of Helsinki. HTM cells were cultured in DME/F 12,1:1 medium (Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Lawrenceville,

GA) and 2 mM penicillin, streptomycin, amphotericin-B (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). The

HTM cells were seeded on 12-well tissue culture plastic (TCP) plates at a low density of

30,000 cells per well and allowed to attach for 24 hours. The cells were then placed in

Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS; Hyclone, Logan, UT) supplemented with

either Lat B or Y-27632 as described below.

For Lat B experiments, the cells were treated with either a 2 μM solution of Latrunculin-B

(Lat B) (Cal Biochem, La Jolla, CA) dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA) or DMSO as a vehicle control for 30 minutes, after which the

treatment solution was removed and the cells were placed in culture medium where they

were allowed to recover for 0, 30, 50, 90, or 270 minutes.

For Y-27632 experiments, cells were treated with either a 100 μM solution of Y-27632

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) dissolved in water (Hyclone, Logan, UT) or water as a vehicle

control. As above, the treatments lasted for 30 minutes, after which the cells were allowed to

recover in full medium for 30 or 90 minutes.

2.2 Fluorescent Labeling of Actin Structures

In order to visualize the F-actin, cells were fixed for 60 minutes in 1% gluteraldehyde (Poly

Scientific, Bay Shore, NY) and 0.5% Triton-X 100 (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in

PBS and later stained with Alexa-Flour 568 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

For improved α-actinin visualization, cells were fixed in -20o C methanol for 20 minutes

and air-dried. The cells were than co-stained with mouse anti-α-actinin (clone AT6/172,

Millipore, Temecula, CA) and rabbit anti-actin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) followed by Alexa-

Flour 488 labeled goat anti-mouse IgG and Alexa-Flour 594 labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

2.3 Imaging and Image Analysis

The HTM cells were imaged using an inverted fluorescent microscope (Zeiss, Axiovert

200M) at 20X magnification. Within each well a 32 square mm area was imaged by

combining 225 images (450 μm x 335 μm / image). Of the cells found in this area, only the

cells that were not in contact with another cell were analyzed resulting in approximately

100-200 cells being analyzed per experimental condition. These cells were counted in a

binary fashion as either cortical actin arrays (CAA) positive or CAA negative. A cell was

considered CAA positive if it had multiple circumferentially oriented actin filaments along
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the entire cell periphery (Fig. 1B). The results for each given condition are expressed as

percent of CAA positive cells.

2.4 Measurement of Cell Mechanics

Cell mechanics were determined as described previously using the Asylum MFP-3D-Bio

atomic force microscope (AFM) [32]. Briefly, prior to each experiment the AFM probes

were exposed to UV (UV/Ozone Procleaner, BioForce Nanoscience, Ames, IA) for 1 hour

to effectively remove organic contaminants. After equilibrating the samples in 1X DPBS,

the samples were indented by using contact mode with silicon nitride cantilevers (PNP-

TR-50, length = 100 μm, actual k = 44 - 231 pN/nm, Nano World, Switzerland) with square

pyramidal tips. Each cantilever was calibrated to obtain the actual spring constant which

varied from the manufacturer’s nominal value. The actual spring constant was determined

by performing thermal tune to measure the cantilever’s response to thermal noise. The

deflection sensitivity was obtained by taking the average of 5 force curves on a glass slide in

DPBS.

The elastic modulus (E) of each sample was obtained by fitting indentation force versus

indentation depth of the sample with the overlay of the theoretical force based on Hertz

model as shown in Eq. 1 for rigid pyramidal tip geometry.

(1)

Where F is the force applied by indenter, α is the tip half angle (35°), ν is Poisson’s ratio

(assumed to be 0.5), and δ is indentation depth. The Hertz model assumes that the samples

were linearly elastic, homogenous, and infinitely thick. However, in the limit of small

deformations, the Hertz model can be used for materials (such as cells) which are

viscoelastic, heterogeneous, and finite [34].

For consistency, cells were only selected for measurement if they were not in contact with

other cells. They were compressed five times at 2 μm/s with the contact point centered

above the cell nucleus, to minimize variability due to cell geometry. Contact point was

detected where the cantilever’s deflection deviated from the zeroed deflection. Young’s

modulus was determined from the plot of force versus indentation. To ensure representative

data, five cells were measured for each treatment condition and the experiment was repeated

with cells isolated from five donors. Measurements were performed in DPBS (Hyclone,

Logan, UT). Cells were treated with 100 μM Y-27632 for 30 minutes as described above

and then allowed to recover in media for either 90 or 270 minutes before measurement.

2.5 Statistics

All experiments were replicated with cells isolated from multiple donors (three for CAA

characterization and counting; and five for cell mechanics measurements). No differences

were observed among donors and the resulting data were pooled. Data were analyzed using

the SigmaPlot 11 (Systat, Chicago, IL) software package. One-way ANOVA was used to

determine significance followed by Tukey’s post-hoc for pairwise comparisons.
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Significances between values in comparison to the pre-treatment value are denoted with ‘*’,

and significances between the Lat B value and its corresponding DMSO control value at the

same time point are denoted with ‘#’. All levels of significance are defined as ***/### =

p<0.001 and **/## = p<0.01. All data are presented as mean ± SEM.

3 Results

3.1 Observation of CAAs in HTM cells

In both isolated and confluent HTM cells, phalloidin staining revealed prominent axial stress

fibers in the majority of cells (Fig. 1A). Additionally, cortical actin arrays (CAAs),

comprised of parallel circumferential actin fibers regularly intersected by radial cross linking

fibers, were observed in ~3% of cells (Fig. 1B). In order to determine if the intersections

were sites of cross-linking between the cortical and radial filaments, we stained for α-

actinin, previously associated with cross-linking in other higher order actin structures

[35-38]. The α-actinin stain revealed heavy labeling at the junctions (arrow heads, Fig. 1C)

and along the radial filaments, consistent with the concept of cross-linking between the

radial and cortical actin. The staining also revealed periodic α-actinin staining along the

circumferential actin bundles, reminiscent of stress fibers [39-41] (bracket, Fig. 1C). While

examining cells for the presence of CAAs it was noted that there were distinct variations of

these structures within the HTM cells which could be subcategorized as ringed, clustered, or

angular (Fig. 1D).

3.2 CAA formation after Latrunculin B treatment

To observe the effect of disrupting the actin cytoskeleton on the incidence of CAAs, we

treated cells with 2 μM Lat B for 30 minutes. This dose was sufficient to completely remove

any F-actin staining (Fig. 2A). HTM cells were then allowed to recover in serum containing

media. The cells contained CAAs in differing proportions throughout their recovery time

(Fig. 2B), while untreated or DMSO treated cells exhibited few (~3%) CAAs, regardless of

time point. Immediately after Lat B treatment (0 minutes), there was complete disruption of

F-actin and no actin structures (including CAAs) were observed. Remarkably, CAAs were

formed in non-confluent cells within as little as 30 minutes of recovery. The percent of CAA

positive cells steadily increased until 90 minutes, where it peaked at 32.5±2.1% (mean

±SEM, n=9). At 270 minutes, the percentage of CAAs was approaching that found

pretreatment, although still significantly elevated.

While reviewing the entire 32 mm2 area it was observed that the CAA positive cells were

usually located in close proximity to each other (Fig. S1A), and were rarely observed

isolated from other CAA positive cells. Additionally, small circular bundles of actin

remained in the peri-nuclear region and in the cytoplasm at the end of the Lat B treatment

and they persisted throughout the recovery period (arrowheads, Fig. S1B). This may be due

to the residual Lat B present in the cells as a result of the short recovery time used in this

study. These bundles were not observed in HTM cells treated with DMSO.
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3.3 ROCK inhibition with Y-27632

Treatment of HTM cells with 100 μM Y-27632 for 30 minutes was sufficient to disrupt

stress fibers of the actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 3A). The cells were then allowed to recover for

30 or 90 minutes, corresponding to previously reported key time points in the Lat B

response, and assayed for CAA induction. At these timepoints, cells typically had not yet

returned to their elongated morphologies, but did exhibit aligned stress fibers (Fig. 3B).

CAAs were not induced by Y-27632 at either time point (Fig. 3C; p<0.7346).

To determine if cell stiffness was altered during recovery from ROCK inhibition, we treated

cells with 100 μM Y-27632 for 30 minutes and allowed them to recover for 90 and 270

minutes, consistent with the timepoints of the previously reported Lat B study [32]. We

found no changes in cell stiffness at either time point (Fig. 3D; p = 0.6924). As the effect of

Y-27632 appeared to be more transient than Lat B, with stress fibers reforming at 30 and 90

min (Fig. 3B), we next considered the possibility that CAAs formed at earlier timepoints. To

test this, we assayed for CAA induction at 0, 10, 15, 20, and 25 minutes after Y-27632

washout. At 15 minutes, actin filaments became visible in some cells (Fig. 4A). No

significant induction of CAAs occurred at these timepoints (Fig. 4B).

4. Discussion

In this work, we describe cross-linked cortical actin structures exhibited by HTM cells (Fig.

1B-D) and their induction by Lat B (Fig. 2), but not Y-27632 treatment (Figs. 3 and 4).

These were transient structures, with induction occurring from 30-90 minutes and their

incidence declining by 270 minutes. These structures were constructed of a band of cortical

actin filaments exhibiting α-actinin staining patterns typical of contractile actin, cross-linked

by heavily α-actinin labeled radial fibers. In our analysis we employed a very stringent

definition for considering a cell CAA positive: requiring the CAA to completely encircle the

nucleus and the cell to be isolated from other cells. Using less stringent definitions would

have substantially increased the percentage of CAA positive cells, but would have also

introduced a more subjective threshold for inclusion (such as the number of junctions, area

covered, etc.) which we wished to avoid.

It is instructive to compare these results to other higher order actin cytoskeletal structures of

HTM cells. Cross-Linked Actin Networks (CLANs) are polygonal structures that are formed

by α-actinin enriched junctions between actin filaments [11, 35-38, 42-47]. Initial work

characterizing CLANs identified them as transient structures appearing shortly after plating,

and suggested that they are precursors to stress fibers [37, 38] and sarcomeres [47]. In the

majority of previous reports, CLANs in HTM cells were induced after extended (4-14 day)

incubations with dexamethasone [11, 35, 42, 43], although CLANs have recently been

reported as early as a few hours after plating by activating integrin signaling pathways with

[35] or without [36, 44] extended dexamethasone treatment. CAAs, as detailed above, are α-

actinin enriched actin networks that form in as little as 30 minutes following Lat B washout

and disappear after a few hours. While also an α-actinin enriched actin network, CAAs are

substantially more transient structures that span the entire cell, demonstrating they are

distinct from traditional CLANs.
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We specifically matched the experimental conditions to our previous work describing the

mechanics of HTM cells after Lat B treatment [32] such that we could compare the actin

geometry and cell mechanics after Lat B treatment. Treatment with Lat B resulted in a

transient increase in stiffness 90 minutes after washout, which was gone by 270 minutes

[32]. Importantly, CAAs were strongly induced by 90 minutes (32.48 ± 6.29%) and which

declined to 11.03 ± 5.18% at 270 minutes (Fig. 2B). The correlation of increased cell

stiffness with CAA formation suggests these phenomena may be promoted by a shared

mechanism or are causally linked. Additionally, the circumferential actin bundles were

decorated with periodic α-actinin labeling (Fig. 1C), a characteristic shared with contractile

actin structures [39-41] in other cell lines. This suggests that these structures are contractile

in nature, which could result in increased stiffness. It is important to note that the

comparison between the increase in CAA presence and cell stiffness during Lat B recovery

involves analysis of populations of cells without specific knowledge of the cytoskeletal

geometry of the individual cells. At this time, the data points to the presence of CAAs and

cellular stiffening as epiphenomena, two features of actin reassembly following Lat B

treatment. Additional studies would be needed to measure both mechanics and CAAs or

other cytoskeletal structures within the same cell to rigorously correlate the two behaviors.

The mechanism for the observed CAA formation following recovery from Lat B treatment is

unknown. CAA positive cells tended to appear in groups, suggesting that CAA formation is

influenced by differences in local matrix composition or paracrine signaling. These concepts

are in line with previous work identifying glucocorticoids [11, 35, 42, 43] and integrin (β1

and β3) [35, 36, 44] signaling as mediators of CLAN formation. It is possible the CAAs we

described are mediated by similar pathways.

Finally, we demonstrated that the induction of CAAs and cell stiffening is not generalizable

to the action of actin cytoskeletal disrupting agents. To this end, we employed the ROCK

inhibitor Y-27632, which destabilizes stress fibers and decreases contractility [31]. While

ROCK inhibition did ablate stress fibers and cause dramatic changes to cell morphology,

after washout the cells quickly recovered stress fibers (Fig. 3A) in contrast to Lat B treated

cells (Fig. 2A). Additionally, Y-27632 did not induce CAA formation or stiffening upon

recovery (Figs. 3 and 4). This has important implications for the use of cytoskeletal

disruptors in glaucoma therapy. Glaucomatous HTM exhibits both altered actin geometries

[11] and elevated stiffness [13]. Both of these properties were exhibited in vitro by HTM

cells during recovery from Lat B but not Y-27632. In vivo, it is not known if these changes

occur with Lat B treatment since published results have timeframes post treatment when it

might be anticipated that the short term stiffening would no longer be observed. Further

studies are needed to elucidate the in vivo relationship between CAA formation and cell

stiffening in HTM cells.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Lat B treated trabecular meshwork cells form cortical actin arrays after washout.

Peak array formation correlates with previous study showing increased stiffness.

ROCK inhibition via Y-27632 results in neither array formation nor stiffening.
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Figure 1.
Demonstration of CAA formation in HTM cells. (A) Phalloidin stain of a typical HTM cell

in culture, displaying prominent axial stress fibers with. (B) Cortical actin array in an

isolated HTM cell stained with phalloidin. (C) Representative image of α-actinin labeling of

both the radial and cortical actin structures with enrichment at the junctions (arrowheads).

Periodic α-actinin labeling of circumferential actin (bracketed region) was also observed.

(D) Three major phenotypes of CAAs. All nuclei are labeled with DAPI (blue). All scale

bars are 20 μm.
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Figure 2.
Induction of CAAs via Lat B treatment. (A) Phalloidin staining of control (DMSO) and Lat

B treated cells at 30 min. The application of 2 μM Lat B completely removed phalloidin

staining of stress fibers typical of control cells. (B) HTM cells exhibited CAAs during

recovery from Lat B, but not control (DMSO) treatments. Phalloidin staining is shown in

red; nuclei are labeled with DAPI (blue). Scale bar is 20 μm.
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Figure 3.
Y-27632 had minimal impact on CAA formation or cell mechanics. (A) Phalloidin staining

(red) of control (DPBS) and Y-27632 treated cells at 30 min. 100 μM Y-27632 was

sufficient to completely inhibit stress fibers typical of control cells (B) After 90 minutes of

recovery, Y-27632 treated cells still had altered morphology, although uniaxial stress fibers

had begun to appear. (C) Y-27632 treatment did not induce CAA formation during recovery.

(D) Y-27632 treatment did not alter cellular mechanics during recovery. Phalloidin staining

is shown in red; nuclei are labeled with DAPI (blue). Scale bars are 20 μm.
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Figure 4.
Y-27632 had minimal impact on CAA formation at earlier timepoints. (A) Phalloidin

staining of HTM cells 15 minutes after Y-27632 washout. The actin cytoskeleton is largely

disrupted but visible filaments are forming in some cells. Scale bar is 20 μm. (B) Y-27632

treatment did not induce CAA formation at earlier timepoints during recovery.
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